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Analog Circuits (World Class Designs)Newnes, 2008

	Newnes has worked with Robert Pease, a leader in the field of analog design to select the very best design-specific material that we have to offer. The Newnes portfolio has always been know for its practical no nonsense approach and our design content is in keeping with that tradition. This material has been chosen based on its timeliness and...
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Microsoft  Excel  VBA Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2007
If you are new to programming with Microsoft Excel VBA and are looking for a solid introduction, this is the book for you. Developed by computer science professors, books in the "for the absolute beginner" series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. Microsoft Excel VBA Programming for the Absolute Beginner,...
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Web Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications - 4 VolumesInformation Science Publishing, 2009
With the technological advancement of mobile devices, social networking, and electronic services, Web technologies continues to play an ever-growing part of the global way of life, incorporated into cultural, economical, and organizational levels. Web Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications provides a comprehensive...
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Optical Scanning Holography with MATLAB®Springer, 2007

	Optical Scanning Holography is an exciting new field with many potential novel applications. This book contains tutorials, research materials, as well as new ideas and insights that will be useful for those working in the field of optics and holography. The book has been written by one of the leading researchers in the field. It covers the...
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Getting Started with Sensors: Measure the World with Electronics, Arduino, and Raspberry PiMaker Media, Inc, 2014

	To build electronic projects that can sense the physical world, you need to build circuits based around sensors: electronic components that react to physical phenomena by sending an electrical signal. Even with only basic electronic components, you can build useful and educational sensor projects.

	

	But if you incorporate...
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Microsoft FrontPage Version 2002 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2001
The World Wide Web has become the predominant electronic  publishing medium on the planet. Once considered an obscure technical resource,  the Internet now receives prominent publicity at sporting events, in  presidential debates, in television commercials, and in print advertising and  marketing materials everywhere. Without the...
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Strategies for Generating E-Business Returns on InvestmentIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Companies invest in e-business and its supporting technology for their e-business initiatives. E-Business applications such as supply chain management and customer relationship management improve transaction efficiency and scope economies as well as promoting new product and service offerings and close customer relationships. However, it is...
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Enabling eBusiness - Integrating Technologies Architectures & ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
This book describes the technical architecture and components that can be integrated in order to provide a comprehensive and robust infrastructure on which to build successful e-Business. It is essential reading for technical and functional team leaders and strategists, who analyse the options, limitations and possibilities for new technology and...
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Guide to Neural Computing Applications (Hodder Arnold Publication)Butterworth-Heinemann, 1998
An excellent tutorial and practical users guide - far more accessible than the competition.,Professor Alan F. Murray, University of Edinburgh, UK. ... deserves a place on the neural network practitioners bookshelf ...,Proceedings of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,     

       Neural networks have shown enormous potential for...
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E-Commerce and V-BusinessButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
E-commerce and V-business examines the impact of the Internet and associated technologies on two related aspects of business: electronic commerce and virtual organization.  Using a combination of recent theory and empirical evidence it demonstrates how forward thinking organizations are reaping considerable advantages from exciting new business...
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Handbook on Information Technology in Finance (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2008
This Handbook contains surveys of state-of-the-art concepts, systems, applications, best practices as well as contemporary research in the intersection between IT and finance. Included are recent trends and challenges, IT systems and architectures in finance, essential developments and case studies on management information systems, service...
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Nanobioelectrochemistry: From Implantable Biosensors to Green Power Generation (Nanobioengineering)Springer, 2012

	Nanobioelectrochemistry covers the modern aspects of bioelectrochemistry, nanoscience and materials science. The combination of nanostructured materials and biological molecules enables the development of biodevices capable to detect specific substances. Furthermore, by using the bioelectrochemistry approach, the interaction between...
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